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NorthwestFest Industry 
Weekend 4-5 May, 2019

Doc Ignite labs offer creative and market intelligence to filmmakers across Canada.

Day 1: Doc Ignite, Saturday May 4: Prism Room Matrix Hotel

9:00am - 12:00pm (Facilitated by Madelaine Russo, Industry Programmer at Hot Docs)

Writing for Documentary
Using successful Hot Docs fund applications as examples, participants will learn what funders are 
really looking for when evaluating grant submissions and will glean crucial tips on how to make their 
projects stand out. This workshop will feature a hands-on component, so bring the written materials 
you’ve prepared for your project and learn how to write your best treatment for grants, funders and 
pitching.
 
Make Local Stories Global
“The paradox of arriving at a truly universal story is often found in its specificity.” Stories can travel 
across borders, cultures, languages and barriers, so why do they sometimes feel like they won’t leave 
our backyard? In this presentation and interactive activity, take away critical tools to lift your local 
story to international markets and make it accessible to global audiences.

12:00pm - 1:00pm - Light lunch

1:00pm - 4:00pm - Distribution 101
The distribution workshop will equip filmmakers with the tools they require to develop distribution 
strategies for their projects, helping them to identify key audience segments, hone their marketing 
messaging, better understand the roles that festivals, sales agents, and distributors play in bringing 
films to the marketplace, and what to expect from each of these partnerships.  Distribution 101 
Workshop facilitated by Greg Rubidge of SYNDICADO

4:00pm - 4:30pm - Doc Ignite Q & A
Filmmaker Q&A TBD

4:30pm - 6:00pm - Telus Storyhive Happy Hour 
Happy Hour (2nd Floor - Matrix Hotel)

7:00pm - 9:00pm - Screening at Metro Cinema (8712 109 st)
MEMORY: The Origins of Alien, with guest filmmaker Alexandre O. Philippe. Advance tickets available 
online or at the door.
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Day 2: Sunday May 5

11:00am - 1:00pm -Telus Storyhive Industry Brunch
Location to be confirmed. Admission: $20 includes Brunch, 1 drink ticket, and 2 tickets to screening of 
UNMOTHERED at 4:00pm

1:00pm - 3:00pm - Telus Storyhive Industry Mentor Sessions (Prism Room, Matrix Hotel)
15 minute one-to-one sessions with industry mentors.  Attendance by pre-registration ONLY on a first 
come first served basis.  Booking here. You may schedule with one or more mentors.  Mentors are as 
follows:

FUNDING & GRANTS - Madelaine Russo, Hot Docs

DISTRIBUTION - Greg Rubidge, Syndicado

PRODUCING FOR DOCUMENTARY - Adam Scorgie, ScoreG Productions

CHOOSING YOUR DOC SUBJECT -  Heather Hatch

4:00pm - 6:00pm  - Perspective Alberta Screening (Metro Cinema, 8712 109 st)
Screening of the Edmonton premiere of Marie-France Guerrette’s debut feature, UNMOTHERED. 
Open to the public - tickets available in advance or at the door, or as part of the brunch package.

https://www.northwestfest.ca/industry-weekend-tickets
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Presenters bios

Madeline Russo
Madelaine Russo is Industry Programmer of Deal Maker (the one-on-one meeting program) at Hot 
Docs. She also supports the production of the Hot Docs Forum, runs the Hot Docs blog, facilitates 
Doc Ignite workshops across Canada, and has produces several industry publications, including the 
annual Hot Docs Guide to Decision Makers, and the Emerging Producer Guides to Budgeting and Co-
Production. Before joining Hot Docs, Madelaine ran the Alternate Realities Market at Sheffield Doc/Fest 
in the UK. She has also worked at short film distributor Ouat Media. She holds a Master of Arts in English 
and Cultural Studies.

Greg Rubidge
Rubidge has spent most of his career at the confluence of emerging digital platforms and entertainment. 
After graduating with an MBA in Finance and spending two years in commercial banking he followed his 
passion and began working in the film and television industry, before co-founding a digital entertainment 
company - Hype! After selling the company to a large US agency and went on to oversee product 
development for national mobility carrier. In 2004 he started working in the then nascent world of VOD 
as Director of New Platforms at Corus Entertainment, launching Treehouse, YTV Anime and The 
Documentary Channel on Demand. In 2009 he founded Syndicado Inc., a North American film and 

television distribution company.  The company has become one of the top digital distributors of independent docs, arthouse 
features and factual TV series, with over 5000 hours of content launched globally on the top VOD platforms. In 2016 he 
co-founded the boutique world sales agency, Syndicado Film Sales, which now boasts a slate of docs that have been in 
Sundance, TIFF, Tribeca, Locarno, HotDocs and Karlovy Vary.  In its 10th year Syndicado has begun investing in, and 
developing projects at the pre-production stage.

Syndicado is a Toronto based sales and distribution founded in 2009. From our inception as a VOD/Digital distributor we 
have launched over 5000 hours of feature films, documentaries and TV series across cable, IPTV and VOD platforms 
internationally including Netflix, Amazon, hulu, iTunes, Google, Comcast, Shaw, Telus, Rogers, Hoopla, TubiTV, PlutoTV 
and more.  In 2014 we started theatrical distribution in North America to support a select number of titles each year for higher 
profile VOD releases. In 2016 we launched a new world sales company, Syndicado Film Sales, focused on documentary 
films. We make 9 to 12 acquisitions per year for all rights and are involved from rough cut stage to completion. Our films 
have been selected for Sundance, TrueFalse, Tribeca, IDFA, Berlinale, HotDocs, Karlovy Vary, and Locarno. We work 
with filmmakers on festival and release strategy in addition to world distribution opportunities and attend most of the major 
festivals and markets in Europe and North America.
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Adam Scorgie
Adam Scorgie’s plan A has always been to work hard, be humble and take chances; and it has worked 
tremendously to date.  A father of 3, a loving husband and an acclaimed documentarian, Adam has 
an astonishing ability to balance his relentless work schedule and his invaluable family time.  Born in 
Trail, British Columbia, Adam has also spent time living in Australia, Singapore and the Unites States 
of America. Primarily growing up in BC’s Okanagan Valley, Adam was inspired to move to New York 
City, where he spent 3 years studying film and television at the renowned William Esper Studios in 
Manhattan.  Upon his return to Canada, Adam invested every dollar he had to produce his first feature 

documentary, ‘The Union: The Business Behind Getting High’. ‘The Union’ exceeded all expectations by being selected to 
33 film festivals, where it won several best feature documentary awards.  The success of ‘The Union’ demanded a follow 
up, which lead to the crowd-funded sequel, ‘The Culture High’.  Upon request in 2012, the film, which focused on the war on 
drugs, would go on to screen for government officials in Canada’s Parliament Hill during the country’s preliminary steps to 
legalizing marijuana nationwide.  Adam was very fortunate to be a two-time guest on Joe Rogan’s to talk about the impact 
of both films. Being a Golden Glove boxer in his teenage years, Adam’s interest in hand-to-hand combat lead him to spend 
8 years developing ‘Ice Guardians’, a film examining the enforcer role in the NHL. Adam’s high school was also home 
to many players for the WHL’s Kelowna Rockets, which opened the door to conversations with NHLers such as Stanley 
Cup Champion Scott Parker. After many years of production, the film premiered to rave reviews in 2016 - the film landed 
at Netflix, where it can still be streamed worldwide.  To date, Adam has produced ten feature films, with three currently 
in production including ‘Inmate #1: The Rise of Danny Trejo’ and ‘The Recount’, a in-depth look at the life of UFC legend 
Michael Bisping. Adam is a shining example of how powerful a person can be by simply putting in the work everyday in order 
to achieve their dreams.  His leadership and loyalty to his team has ensured that his future films guarantee to impress and 
inspire those who watch them.

Heather Hatch
Heather Hatch is a Haida filmmaker who has used film as a medium to dive deep into her own roots. 
In her stories, she introduces you to the humans behind the politics, bringing a warmth and sincerity 
that is unique to who she is as a person and a filmmaker. Her first documentary, Woman Who Returns, 
premiered at the Edmonton International Film Festival and was shown at seven additional festivals. It 
is currently available on the CBC digital platform. Heather has worked as a writer for the documentary 
Peace River Rising and as a producer, writer and Haida consultant for the CBC Kids pilot Girl Who Talks 
to the Moon. Currently, she is working on feature-length social documentary The People vs Goliath after 

receiving Telefilm Talent to Watch funding. She was named on of Whistler Film Festival’s Indigenous Filmmaker Fellowship 
Finalists for her writing.

Heather is a 2019 Doc Accelerator Fellow. Doc Accelerator fellows will participate in a bespoke private lab during the Hot 
Docs Festival where they will learn from industry experts and engage in hands-on workshops before participating in the 
Festival’s full slate of industry programming. The program will focus on skills training and career advancement with a goal 
to foster an inclusive new generation of Canadian documentary filmmakers. At the 2019 Festival, 18 filmmakers have been 
selected to participate in the Doc Accelerator Emerging Filmmaker lab.
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Next steps

 ; Confirm your attendance to the event by emailing Clare Gibson
      executivedirector@northwestfest.ca

 ; Secure your one-to-one slot/s with industry mentors by booking here

 ; Book your brunch spot (separate email to follow shortly)

 ; Need Edmonton-based accommodation for the event? Secure preferred rates with the Matrix or
Metterra hotels by booking before April 17 through clicking the links below:

NorthwestFest Matrix Hotel

NorthwestFest Metterra Hotel

mailto:%20executivedirector%40northwestfest.ca?subject=Confirmation%20of%20attendance%20at%20NortwestFest%20Industry%20weekend
https://www.northwestfest.ca/industry-weekend-tickets
https://gc.synxis.com/rez.aspx?Hotel=74708&Chain=22931&arrive=5/2/2019&depart=5/13/2019&adult=1&child=0&group=1905NORTHW_002
https://gc.synxis.com/rez.aspx?Hotel=74709&Chain=22931&arrive=5/2/2019&depart=5/13/2019&adult=1&child=0&group=1905NORTHW_001

